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The i3PROJECTOR without lamp is a next 

generation projector offering 

numerous improvements over previous 

generations and a significantly 

lower total cost of ownership.

www.i3-technologies.com
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i3PROJECTOR LAMPLESS

LASER TECHNOLOGY ULTRA SHORT THROW PROJECTOR. THE i3PROJECTOR WITHOUT 
LAMP IS A NEXT GENERATION PROJECTOR OFFERING NUMEROUS IMPROVEMENTS OVER 
PREVIOUS GENERATIONS AND A SIGNIFICANTLY LOWER TOTAL COST OF OWNERSHIP.

EXTREME LONG LIFETIME WITHOUT 
COMPROMISING ON BRIGHTNESS AND COLORS
Using a dual wheel laser light source, this i3PROJECTOR offers a lifetime of 20.000 hours and reduces 

brightness degradation significantly. “Even after 20 years, your presentations will still look natural and 

bright. 20.000 hours equals 20 years in a school environment, when using the projector 6 hours a day 

and 165 days a year!"

LOWER TOTAL COST OF OWNERSHIP
The lampless i3PROJECTOR requires very little maintenance and reduces operating costs significantly. 

There is no need to replace the lamp, which is by far the most expensive part of the total cost of 

ownership.

ECO-FRIENDLY AND POWER SAVING
This i3PROJECTOR does not contain mercury and features a low power consumption, which can be 

even further reduced by a third when using the integrated eco-modus.

SIZE DOES MATTER
The lampless i3PROJECTOR is available in a wide (W) model and an ultra-wide (UW) model. The huge 

surface allows to open different windows next to each other, without compromising on visibility. In 

combination with world’s largest interactive board, the i3BOARD 135”, you can now fully enjoy 10 touch 

multi-user collaboration.

Learn more about i3PROJECTOR and the rest of the i3 product line? Visit www.i3-learning.com4



i3PROJECTOR L3502W (Wide) 

i3PROJECTOR L3002UW (Ultra Wide - ideal combination with i3BOARD 135")

i3PROJECTOR L3502FHD (Full HD) 

MODELS



YEARS

LAMP

LAMPLESS

COST
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GO LAMPLESS AND SAVE MONEY

 • With an extreme long lifetime of 20.000 hrs, the i3PROJECTOR lampless lasts up to 

 10 times longer than a classic lamp projector.  

 • Thanks to the dual wheel laser light source, there’s no need for frequent lamp replacements. 

 (by far the most expensive cost after purchasing a classic lamp projector)

 • The i3PROJECTOR lampless requires less power and has an instant on/off function, 

 allowing you to save on power costs.

All of this leads to a significant lower Total cost of ownerschip compared to previous generations. 

Based on a usage of 2000hrs per year, a break-even point is reached after 3 years, and afterwards the i3PROJECTOR 

lampless becomes less and less expensive…



i3LEARNHUB
NEXT GENERATION COLLABORATIVE 
LEARNING SUITE

i3LEARNHUB was developed using the input and considering 

the needs of both teachers and learners. With its simple 

interface stripped of all clutter and offering just the essentials, 

it mimics the simplicity of traditional teaching tools.

COMBINATION WITH OTHER i3 PRODUCTS 

i3BOARD
10 SIMULTANEOUS TOUCHES

Compared to traditional whiteboards, i3BOARD includes 

several unique features. In addition to stylus and finger 

touch recognition, the precise and reliable V-Sense touch 

technology design allows multi-user interaction and up to 10 

touch points. 

i3SWEEZZ 
FLEXIBLE WALLMOUNT

i3SWEEZZ allows digital school boards or touchscreens to be 

"sweezed" toward individual groups for targeted explanation 

and learning while not distracting the rest of the class. 

i3SWEEZZ is also very suitable for giving lessons in combined 

classes.

i3HAWM 
HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE WALL MOUNT

Move your interactive whiteboard up or down by 50 cm 

(20”) with the i3HAWM wall mount. It’s easy and works with 

any interactive whiteboard system - you can even make the 

height adjustment with one hand.
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Learn more about i3PROJECTOR and the rest of the i3 product line? Visit www.i3-learning.com8

Digitizing workflows, an “always on” society, ubiquity of internet access and productivity software,… These are some of the many factors that influence our daily 

occupations as learners, teachers, and workers. They bring new requirements to the environments we are active in, and to us as individuals and groups. We often 

lack, however, the right –easy to use – tools, equipment and interfaces to work most effectively in these new, blended analog and digital environments. 

Our mission is to provide every learning and meeting environment in the world with affordable, easy acces to inspiring ways of working by means of integrated 

solutions that foster interaction. 

These solutions may consist of hard- and software technology products integrated with classic visual communication products and accessories that aid the

environments users in presenting and collaborating effectively. Hence the brand name i3 (iii): interactive, integrated, inspiring

iNTERACTIVE  •  iNTEGRATED  •  iNSPIRING
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Our development processes are rooted in the principles of User Based, Universal Design for Learning (UDFL) and Cradle to Cradle. This means we don’t develop 

products to suit our capabilities and processes, but want to achieve the best possible solution for the end user. In order to achieve that, we have to stay in close 

contact with our end users and keep our finger on the pulse of their ever evolving needs, but also of the available technologies, materials and techniques that may 

open new opportunities. Consequently, our design and development team has gathered a plethora of knowledge about the way people work and learn in the 21st 

century, and insights on how their needs may evolve in the near future. 

The results speak volumes: the solutions we developed in the past two years have won awards in various countries and competitions worldwide. Yet for us, the 

best recognition remains seeing learners’ and workers’ eyes light up when using our solutions, inspired by the integrated ease of use, the inspiring design and the 

interaction and collaboration they allow.
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